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Hardin realist in ogre's clothing .v Louis Falco
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are no wonder.
He is telling us that a country is an

organization responsible for its own well-bein- g,

and poorly managed ones will suffer
and hopefully learn from experience.

He is forcing us to realize that without
authoritarian restraint or the responsibility .

science. All prosperous countries have some
fat' like pure science, which is useful, while
other kinds of fat, like outboards, are
basically a waste, he said.

"I decry some of the ovcrconsumption as
much as anyone. However a margin ofwaste
is good, because if we tried to monitor all our- -

by Bin Sutherland
Staff Writer

Some suspect Garret Hardin, theproponent of lifeboat ethics, to be a cruel
ogre-w- ho finds as much , enjoyment in
watching Indians starve as others find inpullmg the wings off flys.

He is, after all, a devastator ofmany of our
democratie ideals including "Each according 'Prosperous societies are needed, for only

they can afford the long-ter- m investment of
science."

some are mortally offended. Asked whether1
he considered himself an ogre, he said:

"I suppose I can seem to be one to those
who misunderstand me, who don't see that:
both choosing to help and not help needy!
countries must be painful decisions."

He contends that to save lives today with
food and aid in the third world, would
stabilize their overpopulation and allow it to
continue growing exponentially.

"And with the constant escalation of
population, the absolute magnitude of
emergencies such as crop failures increases.
So it ends up being a question of how vast we
wish the disasters to be. And if we postpone
them too long. We" may" find ourselves
included in one," he said.

Hardin certainly does not look like an
ogre. He has neither warts nor a hunched
back. He is a human ecologist who is just ,

sixty years old and has an energy level that:
should be harnessed for a source of power.

He is also a realist, quietly threatening his
audiences with brimstone if we continue in
our unthinking, altruistic fashion. He can
sometimes sound like ah ogre, but only
because he wants to.

"1 really want people to listen and then
react. Lately I have been talking about little
else but lifeboat ethics and the tragedy of the
commons, because I. think the time is vecy
ripe for such considerations," he said.

So Hardin is becoming accustomed to
outbursts ; like the one during his speech
March 24 in Memorial Hall. Such reactions

activities it would be even more wasteful."'

Many would consider Hardin an ogre for
his ideas on population control. He says a
country should use whatever will be most
effective, even if it is severe by our standards.

He mentioned examples where polygamy
and infanticide are particularly effective,
adding, "Again it is a problem for each
country to solve. If it is cruel, does it work?
For if it works, then the crudest fate ofall
overpopulation r-- may be avoided."
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entailed in a vested interest, people will act in
their own interests, even at the sake of the
commons (i.e., the world). This includes the
rich overconsuming and the poor
overpopulating.

But for a footnote he added, I am only
stating a guiding principle. Those in
practical positions can take the various
principles available and come out with the
best .

'working compromise." - -

Hardin stresses the need for cool, rational
decision makers, capable of patient
foresight. The guilt-ridden-li- ke Hamlet, he
says, can never reach decisions and thus
cannot contribute to the issues of survival.

"Prosperous societies are needed, for only
they can afford the long-ter- m investment of

Sun photo ay

A Usmorisl HsH cudlsnce msrveled last Tuesday night at dance numbers
performed by The Louis Falco Dance Company. Falco is pictured above right with
Georglana Holmes and at the top left directing five members of his company In

'Caviar. At the bottom left, Holmes bends gracefully with Juan Antonio In

'Dreamers.'

to his ability," "I am my brother's keeper,"
"Give me your huddled masses," etc.

He says our heritage, or at least
pretensions, of being the world's watchdog
can onlytworsen the gloomy projections for :

the future. :

Most people disagree with this message;

Garrett Hardih, biologist and author of
the book "Voyage of the Spaceship Beagle."
spoke at UNC March 24 on the concept of
"triage."- -
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Commercial Plastics & Supply Corp

The DTH would like to
exonerate the Cat's Cradle
from the last classified ad in
Friday's paper. The ad was a
hoax. Both the DTH and the
Cradle would like to apologize
to anyone offended.

The World's
Most Wanted
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6 Prescriptions accurately filled
O Lenses duplicated
O Contact lenses filled,

cleaned and polished
O Headquarters for
.quality --sunglasses

P5e::igSaS Rod-Sheet-Tub- eo

i All Colors--- We Cut To Size ;

All Accessories
, Bargain Barrel For Cut Offs '

- Most Other Plastics In Storik i

Scientific
Calculator2nd Annual After-East- er

TENNIS SALE 731 W. Hargett St.
OUR PRICE10; Discount With This Ad.Raleigh, N.C. 27603
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TENNIS WEAR

Plus $6.50 for local sales tax.
shippinghandling charges. Parcel Service

delivery
121 E. Franklin St.

Between Varsity Theatre & Intimate
Compare with local store prices.

to 12 PRICE
Shirts,
Shorts,
Dresses,
Skirts,
Sweaters

mm Performs all the functions of higher priced calculators
and more for a lot less -

Thousands sold in hundreds of colleges.
The 'New Look' In
Sculptured Jewelry

FREE STRINGS
W wilf custom string
any fram purchased Head, DaVIS
during this sale with
tournament,, grade YoneX. WHSOn."

algebraic keyboard
accuracy to 13 significant

. digits
12 digit display -- 10 digit

fjrtantjssa, igit exponent
" powers

factorials
logarithmic, trigonometric,
hyperbolic functions
memory storage and recall

scientific notation , ?
rechargeable battery pack '
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Specializing in custom work of
original design by Carolista and

. , Walter Baum fpF engagement
rings and wedding bands.

DIAMONDS
Emeralds, Rubies, Sapphires

nylon. Deliver fltrt
eourse, d.p.d- - o Bancroft, Dunlop v. .S

roots

1 YEAR TEXAS INSTRUMENTS WARRANTY.
Send certified check or money order for delivery within five days. No
COD's please. Slight delay in delivery if personal check accompanies order.tRETORN SHOES J.rOur bank reference: Town Bank and Trust Co.H88Men's

Leather
Broken Sizes
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I Jewelry 1 Designers
BOSTON TECHNICAL, INC.
728 Dedham St., Newton, Mass. 02159
Please ship immediately via AirmailUPS SR-50(- s)

Name
'

Address

NCNB PLAZA (downtown)
Chabel Hill. N.C."27514

Mon.-Sa- t. 10-5:- 30 (919) 942-00- 4

WILSON STEEL
Strung with Tournament Nylon
T-20- 00 $28.88

, T-30- 00 $31-8- 8
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JOIN tfee .Momida Savninigs PlarniTENNIS BALLS
Seamco Dunlop

$29 can

$8.88 DOZ.
$209 can

07.88 DOZ. (o) 77
CQ)n 23 DAYS ONLY

- TUES, WED, & THURS

allonSPORTING
GOODS, inc.

3160 Hillsborough Rd.. Durham
Just off 15-50- 1 ByPass, 15 minutes away

OPEN 9 a.m.-- 9 p.m.
PARK FREE IN REAR
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The Honda Savings Plan
This mileage is based on the urban phase of'
the SAE Fuel Economy Road Test procedure

j (SAE J 1082)
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MAN GUM STREET at

EAST-WES-T EXPRESSWAY
DOWNTOWN DURHAM

Dealer No. 4732
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MORNING? PRETTY AmjL!

available at
The Carolina Union

and
The Chapel Hill Record Bar

HOW
ABOUTA
PAJAMA
PARTY?

OKAY, BUT
I'LL HAVE V
ASK MY
MOTHER.
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